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ACADEMY OVERVIEW

DUCTED SYSTEMS ACADEMY CENTERS OF EXCELLENCE
The Centers of Excellence encompass four essential disciplines within the organization and provide a
pathway for personal and professional growth:
Leadership • Technical Aptitude • Professional Development • Sales Mastery
Within these disciplines, critical subject matter is addressed:
Business Acumen • Communication • Conflict Management • Customer Focus • Execution • Innovation
• Managing Change • Performance Management • Personal Productivity • Problem Solving • Strategic
Leadership • Talent Development • Team Building • Technical Product Knowledge • Trust • Integrity •
Vision
Learning sessions are a combination of virtual instructor-led (VILT), self-paced online, instructormoderated online, and live sessions. In all Centers, program courses minimize the requirement for travel.
For those desiring to graduate within their chosen discipline, sessions begin with a cohort of attendees
that progress through the content. Each level consists of programs to be completed to receive level
certification and progress to the next level.
Led by the Ducted Systems training team, learn from the instructional content as well as your peers.
Interact and derive more job-critical information than ever possible before. We have partnered with
world-renowned leaders in professional development and sales acumen to greatly enhance the scope of
these offerings led by Ducted Systems training. Live course scheduling (classroom and virtual instructorled) will vary by semesters. For the latest availability, go to UPGNet>Ducted Systems Academy>Catalog or
http://bit.do/academylive.
__________________________________________________________________________________________

CORE

Core courses are required as the foundation of all Centers and represent fundamental knowledge for the
modern professional.

LEADERSHIP

Leadership courses pertain to management of people and processes. Ideal for new managers, those with
management potential, or existing managers that wish to sharpen their leadership acumen.

SALES LEADERSHIP

Leadership courses pertain to management of salespeople and processes. Ideal for new sales managers,
those with sales management potential, or existing sales managers that wish to sharpen their sales
leadership acumen. Sales Leadership programs begin with participating in Center programs undertaken
by salespeople. Sales Leadership participants are then trained to coach them in these processes.

SALES

Sales courses empower the regional or territory salesperson to promote the advantages of Ducted
Systems equipment and programs, empowering the contractor to succeed. Coursework includes the
development of professional sales acumen, product knowledge, and a solid understanding of the use and
application of contractor programs.

ACADEMY OVERVIEW

DUCTED SYSTEMS ACADEMY

CONTRACTOR SALES

Contactor salespeople learn critical business skills and the art of selling. Tools and programs are
implemented to compete in the field and close the sale. Courses include Residential Competitive Analysis,
Manual J Load Calculation, Dealer Success Programs, and Kitchen Table Sales.

PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMENT

Professional development courses outline skills required to navigate today’s business climate. Learn to
enhance communication, present effectively, manage yourself and your schedule.
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Core

Technical

Technical courses outline skills required to succeed
as a service technician and provide a blend of selfbased online courses, virtual instructor-led training,
and hands-on proficiency demonstration in our
commercial product training facility in Norman OK
or approved Authorized Training Center.

Prof Dev
__________________________________________________________________________________________

COURSE ADVANCEMENT

Each of the Centers provides a step-level progression through Core, Freshman, Sophomore, Junior, and
Senior levels. Leadership Centers offer progression through Bachelor and Master levels. Not all courses
are offered every semester.
Cohorts are designed to progress through up to two levels in a six month period. Cohorts are sponsored
by a member of the Ducted Systems training team; the sponsor remains your point-of-contact
throughout cohort progression. All full cohort enrollments include a one-year Franklin Covey All Access
Pass, with extensive self-paced courses and video related to leadership and professional development
accessible 24/7.
Single course tuition is available for those that do not wish to graduate in their level of specialty but desire
specific program knowledge.

YOUR COMMITMENT

You need to commit the time and effort required to complete courses in your desired discipline. This
includes attendance and participation in all courses selected.

EXPECT TO RECEIVE

You receive invaluable knowledge of yourself, your team, and Ducted Systems programs and processes.
We manufacture excellent products with industry-leading programs and support. The Ducted Systems
Academy is designed to maximize effectiveness and support your success in the marketplace.
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Sales courses empower the regional, territory, and contractor salesperson to promote the advantages
of Ducted Systems equipment and programs to enable success in the field. Coursework includes the
development of professional sales acumen, product knowledge, and a solid understanding of the use and
application of contractor programs.
5 Choices to Extraordinary Productivity
Guides participants to a new paradigm of focusing on the most important outcomes, their key roles,
effective weekly and daily planning, technology mastery, and energy renewal for truly extraordinary
achievements. Self-Paced via All Access Pass
7 Habits of Highly Effective People
Sets the foundation for professional effectiveness- Increasing productivity, restoring balance, and
developing greater maturity and responsibility. VILT: (3) 4 Hour Sessions
Buyer Focused Prospecting
Fills an urgent need for consultative, business-to-business sales organizations not getting the
prospecting results they require. VILT: (2) 4 Hour Sessions
Conceptual Selling
Research-based, proven methodology that enables an entire organization to operationalize a customercentric model for customer interactions. Any customer-facing employee should be able to build credibility
and create collaborative win-win solutions. Self-Paced: 6 to 9 Hours
Contractor Success Programs
Johnson Controls DUCTED SYSTEMS offers programs and tools to support the contractor as they
compete in the marketplace. Learn program specifics related to consumer financing, extended warranty
options, and more! This interactive session provides invaluable ‘how to’ information related to programs to
differentiate from the competition and succeed in the field. Coming Soon!
Customer Service Suite: Service Ready
Service Ready modules provide skills, methodology, and process that ensures an exceptional interaction
at every touch point along the customer journey. The online, self-paced and instructor-moderated
modules include:
Building Customer Loyalty
•
Defines and aligns learner’s role in creating positive customer experiences
•
Four key customer expectations
•
Defining moments
•
Measures of success
•
Emotional energy
Mastering Conversation Essentials
•
Provides a process and related skills for handling all types of customer conversations
•
Defining customer needs
•
Four parts of a customer-focused conversation
•
Delivering unwelcome news
•
Mastering the art of high-value conversations

SALES
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Navigating Challenging Situations
•
Provides skills and techniques for diffusing and resolving escalated situations
•
Listening non-defensively
•
Eight defusing skills
•
Selective agreement
•
Five resolving skills
Exploring Digital Communications
•
Explores growing importance of digital communication channels and impact of social
media
•
Communication channels in use
•
Creating successful digital communications
•
Projecting a professional tone
•
Analyzing social media: Case studies
Strengthening Customer Connections
•
Delivers key concepts to elevate the importance of each customer’s unique value
•
Connecting with your customer
•
Guidelines for exceeding a customer’s needs
•
Projecting a willingness to help
•
Choosing positive language
Manual J Load Calculation
Learn to calculate residential heating and cooling loads to ensure proper equipment selection and
customer comfort. VILT: Coming Soon!
Meeting Advantage
Learn to plan before a meeting, focus during the meeting, and follow through after the meeting.
VILT: (2) 90 Minute Sessions
Negotiating Success
Negotiate Success® aims for a non-manipulative and effective approach to negotiations in complex
Sales situations, managing the different steps and challenges during the process. This results in a winwin situation for both parties, creating a stronger business relationship for future sales opportunities.
Self-Paced: 6 to 9 Hours
Presentation Advantage
Not only for formal presentation, this course will help employees at all levels consistently deliver
highly successful verbal communication. They will learn the mindsets, skillsets, and toolsets, to better
inform, influence, and persuade others in today’s knowledge-based world. VILT (3) 2 Hour Sessions
Professional Selling Skills
This course presents the essentials of selling. Repeatable customer-centric selling skills for having
conversations with customers that improve the number of opportunities closed and increases
revenue performance. Teaches customer interaction skills that enable participants to lead mutually
beneficial sales conversations with customers - even those who are indifferent or express concerns.
Salespeople develop the face-to-face selling skills needed to promote an open exchange of
information and reach mutually beneficial sales agreements.
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Professional Selling Skills® presents the skills used by world-class sales professionals to help customers
succeed, including understanding customer needs and consistently developing solutions that deliver
results. A research-based program, Professional Selling Skills® teaches customer interaction techniques
that enable participants to lead mutually beneficial sales conversations with customers - even those
who are indifferent or express concerns.
Building on the selling skills and strategies that have benefited more than three million sales
professionals around the world, the Professional Selling Skills® 2-day classroom experience is supported
by added components that ensure mastery of the skills. Professional Selling Skills® includes easy-touse online reinforcement tools and a coaching component for sales managers to help participants
effectively and consistently apply the skills that improve sales performance.
Professional Selling Skills® is based on extensive and ongoing research into the tools salespeople need
to excel in their increasingly challenging and complex role. A recent CSO Insights study highlighted the
critical role the skills in this program play in developing world-class salespeople - those who excel at
quota achievement, new business development, and existing account growth.
Professional Selling Skills® incorporates a guided discovery learning design that involves a range of
activities geared toward effective adult learning.
Activities include:
•
Review and discussion of key concepts to acquire skills
•
Audio models that illustrate the use of the critical sales call skills
•
Extensive use of a practical tool, the Sales Call Planner, to help prepare the call strategy sessions
in which participants practice and evaluate skills in complete sales conversations
•
Fun and competitive team challenges to further understanding of skills
•
Small group and team exercises to hone skill use and understanding
•
Technology-enabled interactive activities to enhance the learning experience
VILT: (4) 4 Hour Sessions
Project Management Essentials for the Unofficial Project Manager
Don’t go over budget or past deadlines again. Participants learn to use proven methods for keeping
projects on schedule and on budget, increase buy-in to avoid unnecessary delays and rework, recognize
and avoid potential “hot spots” and use tools for increasing collaboration, communication, and
accountability. VILT: (3) 90 Minute Sessions
Residential Competitive Analysis
Learn the competitive advantages of DUCTED SYSTEMS equipment and how to position against the
competition. Experience hands-on interaction with the latest DUCTED SYSTEMS and competitive
residential product. LIVE: 3 Day Course
Residential In-Home Sales
Residential In-Home Sales addresses the radical changes that have happened in the last decade and
provides sales tactics to align with the new set of consumer expectations. Conducted by Christa
Vanzant and industry sales training leader Tom Piscitelli, the program offers “fresh” ideas to set
dealers apart from their competition while improving ticket price, closing ratios and referrals using
contemporary sales practices. Participants learn to utilize “call to action” promotions for marketing.
This course is conducted live online with Adobe Connect. Have your webcam ready and interact virtually
with the instructor and your peers over four-90 minute sessions. VILT: (4) 90 Minute Sessions

SALES
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SPIN® Selling 2.0
SPIN® Selling 2.0, the recognized sales system for obtaining better outcomes from every sales interaction
and raising the performance level of sales teams, is a practical, hands-on program developed from Miller
Heiman’s groundbreaking research into effective selling.
Based on today’s best-practices models
for B2B selling, SPIN® 2.0 is an intensive
selling skills program that incorporates a
proven, real world sales methodology to
help companies develop profitable
relationships with customers in difficult
markets. The program’s innovative
design is successful because it sharpens
and elevates sales aptitude while at the
same time providing the tools necessary
for ongoing reinforcement.
Skills and behaviors learned in the SPIN®
2.0 workshop range from effective call
planning and influencing customer needs
to delivering high-impact solutions - all of which increase the overall effectiveness and success of either
your own sales or those of your salespeople. The interactive classroom program integrates in-depth
exercises specific to DUCTED SYSTEMS, drills, and activities, giving participants opportunities to acquire
and practice new skills.
SPIN® 2.0 is for all sales professionals and leadership (C-suite executives, vice presidents, managers,
directors) and those in L&D and organizational development who want to:
• Shorten their sales cycles, strengthen customer relationships and improve their sales effectiveness
• Learn how to uncover the needs of their clients meet them
• Find ways to differentiate their offerings from the competition, even in a commodity environment
• Sell to senior executives, buying committees, and end users – often at the same time and in the same
account
• Present their offerings with high impact, avoiding “feature dumps” and discounting
• Make credible sales calls at senior executive levels
• Improve the accuracy of their pipelines
LIVE: 2 Day Course
SPIN® Selling Conversations
Intended to complement the Professional Selling Skills course, SPIN® Selling Conversations is an intense,
immersive, and engaging program that incorporates real-world sales conversations. The program trains
sales professionals to lead compelling conversations with decision makers that inspire confidence and
lead to quicker decision making.
SPIN® Selling Conversations is a research-based, advanced questioning skills program that combines
SPIN® Selling’s proven methodology with today’s best practices in B2B selling. The interactive classroom
program integrates in-depth exercises specific to Ducted Systems, drills, and activities, giving
participants opportunities to acquire and practice new skills. Online modules and assessments help
sharpen and elevate sales aptitude beyond the classroom experience.
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SPIN® Selling Conversations may be the right
solution if your sales organization is trying to:
•
Overcome sales cycles that are too long 		
and opportunities that languish in the funnel
•
Gain the ability to conduct insightful
conversations with customers to explore
“unrecognized” needs and accelerate sales
cycles
•
Develop the skills to overcome customer
indifference
•
Ignite a sense of urgency, so customers
see the need to change or take action
With SPIN® Selling Conversations, organizations will conduct more effective sales calls, obtain better
outcomes, and successfully build trustworthy relationships with customers by:
• Aligning offerings to customer needs to increase acceptance.
• Improving the quality and quantity of customer commitments.
• Providing insights that help customers think differently about their challenges and needs.
• Creating competitive differentiation.
• Engaging in sophisticated conversations and uncovering hidden information.
Self-Paced, Moderated Online Course
Strategic Selling
A simple, repeatable structure for developing action plans to win opportunities that require engagement
with multiple decision makers. Self-Paced: 6 to 9 Hours
Territory Manager Essentials
Learn the programs, processes, and products that differentiate DUCTED SYSTEMS from the competition.
Training, marketing, and support are among the topics addressed in this highly interactive session. This
session is provided at no cost with Core cohort enrollment. VILT: (1) 4 Hour Session
Workplace Productivity
Getting it all done on a normal day can require high-speed activity, can be overwhelming and might be
stress producing. At this workshop, you will learn key things to increase your productivity and decrease
your load. Those things include the time matrix for prioritizing, Outlook tips and tricks for managing your
inbox, the task list as the center for your list of things to do, and the #1 effective email writing approach.
Add tools to your productivity toolbox - attend the Workplace Productivity series.
VILT: (3) 90 Minute Sessions
Trust Foundations
Helps individuals in your organization identify and address “trust gaps” in their own personal credibility
and in their relationships at work. VILT: (3) 90 Minute Sessions
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LEADERSHIP

Leadership courses pertain to management of people and processes. Ideal for new managers, those
with management potential, or existing managers that wish to sharpen their leadership acumen.
Trust in leadership is at an all-time low, and we’re witnessing the erosion of passion in the workplace and
wavering loyalty to the team. Without leaders who can connect the efforts of their employees to the
critical objectives of the company, no organization can succeed.
Effective leaders create an environment where their teams find deep personal satisfaction through their
successes and focus on self-improvement along the way. Achieving greatness requires each individual
to discover what motivates them to succeed—and it is excellent leadership that unlocks that potential.
Sales leadership courses pertain to management of salespeople and processes. Ideal for new sales
managers, those with sales management potential, or existing sales managers that wish to sharpen
their sales leadership acumen. Sales Leadership programs begin with participating in Center programs
undertaken by salespeople. Sales Leadership participants are then trained to coach them in these
processes.
5 Choices to Extraordinary Productivity
Guides participants to a new paradigm of focusing on the most important outcomes, their key roles,
effective weekly and daily planning, technology mastery, and energy renewal for truly extraordinary
achievements. Self-Paced via All Access Pass
7 Habits of Highly Effective People
Sets the foundation for professional effectiveness, increasing productivity, restoring balance, and
developing greater maturity and responsibility. VILT: (3) 2 Hour Sessions
7 Habits for Managers
A tool based program that helps managers motivate extraordinary team performance by applying the 7
Habits. Especially beneficial for newer managers. VILT: (6) 90 Min Sessions
7 Habits of Outstanding Customer Service
Inspires frontline leaders and managers to serve customers in ways that will delight them and build
loyalty to your organization. LIVE: 1 Day
Activating Change
Executives, leaders and individual contributors develop a set of practices appropriate to their level/role
on the organization. LIVE: 1/2 Day Course
Clarifying Your Team’s Purpose
Clarity at every level is critical to an organization’s success. In this session, participants gain a clear
understanding of their purpose and how their job fits into their organization’s strategy and mission.
They will learn how to create a crystal- clear strategy for achieving team goals as they relate to the
organization’s mission and financial success. Self-Paced: (1) 1 Hour Session
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Constructing a Customer-Focused Culture
Grow service leaders’ skills using six guidelines for building trust and motivating positive effort. Guide
your team toward your objectives with a structured process for setting results-oriented and motivating
goals. VILT: (1) 3.5 Hour Session
Delivering Results-Oriented Feedback
Identify, plan, and facilitate effective feedback conversations, whether face-to- face or virtually. Improve
performance by helping the service provider find personal benefits in organizational structure and selfgenerated solutions. VILT: (1) 3.5 Hour Session
Great Leaders, Great Teams, Great Results
Equips leaders and managers with the mindset, skillset, and toolset, necessary to unleash the talent and
capability of their teams to achieve your organization’s highest priorities. VILT (9) 90 Minute Sessions
Inspiring Trust
This leadership course introduces the concepts and
language of trust. Provides tools for them to use
to develop trust within their team. VILT: (1) 2 Hour
Session
Leadership Foundations
Leadership Foundations work session prepares
emerging leaders to take on significant roles and
responsibilities in the future. Participants gain skills to
improve trust and influence with peers and superiors,
link their work to a clear and compelling team purpose,
implement a system for executing on critical priorities,
and leverage the talents of peers and coworkers to
achieve unprecedented results.
Participants will learn how to:
•
•
•
•
•

Increase influence with peers, coworkers, and superiors through greater trust.
Make a greater contribution to the team by linking their work to a clear and compelling purpose.
Improve efficiency by aligning their work to the most important objectives of the team and the
organization.
Accomplish better results by implementing a proven system to execute on critical priorities.
Increase the capacity of the team by helping peers and coworkers to find their voice and volunteer
their highest talents. VILT: (3) 90M Sessions

Leading Across Generations
Understand the differences between multiple generations in the workplace. Foster effective
communication across different generations. Improve the quality of results by leveraging the
unique strengths of each generation. Reduce conflicts by coaching team members to work effectively
with coworkers from other generations. VILT: Coming soon!
Leaders @ Change
Prepares leaders to guide teams through change initiatives by navigating zones of disruption, adoption,
and innovation with the 5 key elements of change. VILT: Coming soon!
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Lead for Change* Capstone
We know people working to create significant change need steady support. By attending Lead for
Change, you’ll join others from all levels of authority with a common aspiration: to move forward on what
you care about most. We’re looking for dreamers, those with aspirations for large-scale change both
within yourself and within the systems where you live and work. Our leadership framework has helped
thousands more effectively diagnose situations, manage themselves, intervene skillfully and energize
others. You’ll gain tangible skills, evaluate assumptions holding you back, receive personalized feedback
through a 360 leadership assessment and work 1:1 with a leadership coach who will challenge and
support you in your efforts to move forward.
Lead for Change is our most extensive offering aimed at helping
you deeply invest in the challenges facing you. Join a community
of others with skills and support to move forward. LIVE: 7 Day
Course at the Kansas Leadership Center (Two Sessions)
Leading at the Speed of Trust
Engages leaders at all levels in the real work of identification of
and closure of trust gaps that may exist in your organization or
between key external stakeholders. VILT: (6) 90 Minute Sessions
Leading Customer Loyalty
Leading Customer Loyalty is a one-day work session for frontline managers to learn the principles
and practices needed to win the hearts of employees and customers. Managers leave with a clear
understanding of how to model, teach, and reinforce empathy, responsibility, and generosity.
VILT: (3) 90 Minute Sessions
Leading the Customer Service Experience
Create a service commitment that serves as framework for all service and, decisions, and standards.
Determine your key customer segment and analyze how your interact with them. LIVE: 1 Day Course
Managing Millennials
Helps managers and leaders to motivate and retain Millennials, while getting their best efforts and work
to produce better results. LIVE: 1 Day Course
Meeting Advantage
Learn to plan before a meeting, focus during the meeting, and follow through after the meeting. VILT:
VILT: (2) 90 Minute Sessions
Presentation Advantage
Not only for formal presentation, this course will help employees at all levels consistently deliver highly
successful verbal communication. They will learn the mindsets, skillsets, and toolsets, to better inform,
influence, and persuade others in today’s knowledge- based world. VILT: (3) 90 Minute Sessions
Professional Sales Coaching
Equips sales managers and coaches with the skills and strategies they need to make a positive difference
and guide their sales professionals to superior sales performance. This program is delivered with role
play cases supporting the coaching of SPIN skills and behaviors. LIVE: 2 Day Course
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Project Management Essentials for the Unofficial Project Manager
Don’t go over budget or past deadlines again. Participants will learn to use proven methods for keeping
projects on schedule and on budget, increase buy-in to avoid unnecessary delays and rework, recognize
and avoid potential “hot spots” and use tools for increasing collaboration, communication, and
accountability. VILT: (3) 90 Minute Sessions
Sales Leader Base Camp
When it comes to building a winning sales culture, leaders are the fulcrum of change. Every sales leader
who makes a significant jump in performance does so by helping salespeople be more successful at their
jobs. Helping sales leaders raise the bar on their performance—from wherever that bar is today—is a key
to driving measurable growth in profitable revenue. In the Sales Leader Base Camp work session, sales
leaders become more successful and derive greater personal and professional satisfaction by helping
them: • Identify breakthrough potential in their teams. • Coach to results using G.R.O.W.®, a proven
performance improvement methodology. • Focus on the important by following a simple and effective
time management system. A seasoned sales coach is assigned to guide each sales leader—we coach the
coach. Our sales guides help leaders implement proven processes within their teams and upgrade and
model their own sales skills. This greatly leverages and accelerates the performance of the entire sales
team. LIVE: 2 Day Course
SPIN Coaching
Training to observe and coach to SPIN skills in a way people will want to change. Focused learning on
enhancing SPIN related skills and practices. Follows SPIN Selling Live Sessions. LIVE: 1 Day Course
The Four Imperatives of Great Leaders
Organizations that want to retain their best must have leaders who understand the radically new
paradigm from which the knowledge worker operates. This training teaches that foundation for leaders to
think, act, and lead from this new paradigm. Participants will learn powerful concepts and leave with tools
and skills to help them lead, support, and inspire a talented, valuable workforce. VILT: (1) 2 Hour Session
Trust Foundations
Helps individuals in your organization identify and address “trust gaps” in their own personal credibility
and in their relationships at work. Self-Paced: (2) 1 Hour Sessions
Workplace Productivity
Getting it all done on a normal day can require high-speed activity, can be overwhelming and might be
stress producing. At this workshop, you will learn key things to increase your productivity and decrease
your load. Those things include the time matrix for prioritizing, Outlook tips and tricks for managing your
inbox, the task list as the center for your list of things to do, and the #1 effective email writing approach.
Add tools to your productivity toolbox - attend the Workplace Productivity series.
VILT: (3) 90 Minute Sessions
Your Leadership Edge* Capstone
We know people who exercise leadership greatly impact communities and culture. By attending Your
Leadership Edge, you’ll join others from all levels of authority with a common aspiration: to move forward
on what you care about most. Our leadership framework has helped thousands more effectively diagnose
situations, manage themselves, intervene skillfully and energize others. On top of an introduction to
the KLC framework, you’ll receive feedback and support from highly trained teachers and coaches.
Join a community of others equipped with skills to move forward. LIVE: 2.5 Day Course at the Kansas
Leadership Center
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Professional development courses outline skills required to navigate today’s business climate. Learn to
enhance communication, present effectively, manage yourself and your schedule.
5 Choices to Extraordinary Productivity
Guides participants to a new paradigm of focusing on the most important outcomes, their key roles,
effective weekly and daily planning, technology mastery, and energy renewal for truly extraordinary
achievements. Self-Paced via All Access Pass
7 Habits of Highly Effective People
Sets the foundation for professional effectiveness, increasing productivity, restoring balance, and
developing greater maturity and responsibility. VILT: (3) 4 Hour Sessions
Customer Service Suite: Service Ready
Service Ready modules provide skills, methodology, and process that ensures an exceptional interaction
at every touch point along the customer journey. The online self-paced, instructor moderated modules
include:
Building Customer Loyalty
•
Defines and aligns learner’s role in creating positive customer experiences
•
Four key customer expectations
•
Defining moments
•
Measures of success
•
Emotional energy
Mastering Conversation Essentials
•
Provides a process and related skills for handling all types of customer conversations
•
Defining customer needs
•
Four parts of a customer-focused conversation
•
Delivering unwelcome news
•
Mastering the art of high-value conversations
Navigating Challenging Situations
•
Provides skills and techniques for diffusing and resolving escalated situations
•
Listening non-defensively
•
Eight defusing skills
•
Selective agreement
•
Five resolving skills
Exploring Digital Communications
•
Explores growing importance of digital communication channels and impact of social
		
media
•
Communication channels in use
•
Creating successful digital communications
•
Projecting a professional tone
•
Analyzing social media: Case studies
Strengthening Customer Connections
•
Delivers key concepts to elevate the importance of each customer’s unique value
•
Connecting with your customer
•
Guidelines for exceeding a customer’s needs
•
Projecting a willingness to help and choosing positive language
13
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Meeting Advantage
Learn to plan before a meeting, focus during the meeting, and follow through after the meeting.
VILT: (2) 90 Minute Sessions
Presentation Advantage
Not only for formal presentation, this course helps employees at all levels consistently deliver highly
successful verbal communication. They learn the mindsets, skillsets, and toolsets, to better inform,
influence, and persuade others in today’s knowledge-based world. VILT: (3) 90 Minute Sessions
Project Management Essentials for the Unofficial Project Manager
Don’t go over budget or past deadlines again. Participants learn to use proven methods for keeping
projects on schedule and on budget, increase buy-in to avoid unnecessary delays and rework, recognize
and avoid potential “hot spots” and use tools for increasing collaboration, communication, and
accountability. VILT: (3) 90 Minute Sessions
Trust Foundations
Helps individuals in your organization identify and address “trust gaps” in their own personal credibility
and in their relationships at work. VILT: (1) 90 Minute Sessions
Train-the-Trainer
In today’s business climate, effective presentation skills are a must. Those tasked with technical and
sales presentations have the opportunity to influence customer perception through an engaging training
style. Customers expect distributor and branch service, sales, and training representatives to deliver
high-quality training. In many cases, the quality of training offered is one of the major deciding factors
contractors use when selecting a distributor or branch partner. We have designed a three-day course to
help distributor and branch representatives exceed that expectation and acquire and maintain quality
business partnerships.
This course is ideal for those who would like to build their confidence in successfully preparing and
conducting live presentations. Intermediate-to-advanced hands-on training in Microsoft PowerPoint
begins the session, followed by discussion of best practices. The student applies new knowledge to
create a professional presentation and practice new delivery skills with peer review.
LIVE: 3 Day Course
Workplace Productivity
Getting it all done on a normal day can require high-speed activity, can be overwhelming and might be
stress producing. At this workshop, you will learn key things to increase your productivity and decrease
your load. Those things include the time matrix for prioritizing, Outlook tips and tricks for managing your
inbox, the task list as the center for your list of things to do, and the #1 effective email writing approach.
Add tools to your productivity toolbox - attend the Workplace Productivity series.
VILT: (3) 90 Minute Sessions

PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMENT
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Counter Specialist Training and Certification
In partnership with HARDI (Heating, Air
Conditioning and Refrigeration Distributors
International), we are pleased to announce the
availability of the Counter Specialist Certification
Program.
The Counter Specialist Certification Program
is carefully designed to provide the necessary
knowledge and skills that a successful Counter
Specialist should possess.
In addition to looking at tenure and a core set of
counter skills, the Counter Specialist Certification
Program focuses on these competency areas:
•
•
•
•

Counter Service & Sales
Wholesaling Business Knowledge
Product Knowledge
Safety & Warehouse Knowledge

HARDI’s Counter Specialist Certification Program consists of seven requirements:
1. Participants must meet a tenure requirement, verifying a certain number of months’
experience in a counter job. For example, at the assistant level a counter person must have
at least 6 months or more of counter experience. At the HARDI Certified level, a counter
person must have at least 24 months of tenure at the counter.
2. Participants must exhibit proficiency in a core set of skills relating to their positions at
the counter. This is not a training requirement. For the purposes of HARDI’s program, we
simply ask you to verify that your counter personnel have the level of knowledge required to
successfully complete each core task.
3. Participants are expected to complete several beginner-level and advanced-level courses
in customer service and sales. Completion of “Counter Sales & Service,” a HARDI workbook
course, is required. Other courses are required as the employee advances. HARDI and nonHARDI courses are accepted; you will select the most appropriate course to use.
4. Participants are expected to complete several courses in wholesaling business knowledge
and be able to demonstrate what a wholesaler is, how it functions in the supply chain, and
how it becomes profitable.
5. At each program level, a participant is expected to complete several product training sessions
in order to increase expertise in your product and vendor lineup. Because HARDI does not
offer product training, these requirements will be completed outside of our HEAT.U system.
6. Participants are expected to complete several courses emphasizing safety and warehouse
knowledge. Selection of the most appropriate course is at your discretion; HARDI and nonHARDI courses are accepted. An EPA certification allow students to bypass some training classes.
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7. Finally, we require an additional number of credit hours per certification level. HARDI will
provide all required training.
The program features four levels of certification:
Assistant, Associate, Senior and HARDI Certified
At each level the program focus remains on the areas mentioned above. The requirements
simply become more appropriate for higher levels of certification. Each certification level should take
approximately 6 to 12 months. Once HARDI receives notification of completion, the certification is issued.
$1,000 one-time company fee
$125 for each level of the program per learner
SPOL: 6-12 Months per Level
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DUCTED SYSTEMS ACADEMY

DUCTED SYSTEMS

TECHNICAL

Technical courses pertain to the installation, startup, and service of Ducted Sytems residential and
commercial equipment and accessories. Course offerings include self-paced online training, virtual,
instructor-led sessions (VILT), and live, hands-on training in our commercial product training facility in
Norman, OK and (coming soon) our Authorized Residential Training Centers.

LIVE COMMERCIAL TECHNICAL TRAINING

Commercial Startup & Commissioning Certification
This hands-on course provides confidence in proper startup and commissioning practices on Ducted
Systems commercial equipment and accessories through 40 tons. All commercial product in the lab
features the Simplicity SE control. Students gain a solid understanding in core competencies and how
Ducted Systems commercial equipment is designed to function, providing a firm foundation of efficient
troubleshooting.
Certification is earned when all
prerequisites are met and course
materials are successfully passed,
including supervised startup at the
conclusion of the course. Johnson
Controls Ducted Systems will
provide tracking and consultation to
each individual to assist in attaining
certification, including all prerequisites,
up to one year following entry into the
program.
Benefits of commercial startup by a
certified technician are many:
•
•
•
•

Greater confidence and efficiency of service
Faster recognition of application related issues
Recognition as “factory certified” in Ducted Systems commercial product startup & commissioning
DOA labor extension to 90 days when completed startup form is submitted and approved

Building owners can be confident that properly commissioned equipment protects their investment in
their commercial heating and air conditioning system, receiving reliable, efficient operation as intended
from the factory.
Prerequisites: Startup & Commissioning Certification
This course is delivered in English. A good understanding of the English language is required to attend,
including reading and interpreting English and the ability to follow direction from the instructor in
English. This is critical for student safety.
This course is designed for service technicians. This course includes the use of traditional service and
diagnostic tools on LIVE 460 volt equipment. Those that have not received prior instruction on basic
service procedures such as digital multimeter usage should NOT consider attending this course.
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Requirements for earning certification as a Startup & Commissioning Technician include successfully
passing the course along with the following items (note that these items are not required to register or
attend). Students have up to one year from date of course completion to submit required credentials:
•
•
•

UA Star Certification, UA Journeyman status (or completed Apprenticeship program), or Canadian
Red Seal Certification, or NATE Heat Pump Service, NATE Air Distribution Service, and NATE Gas
Furnace Service
Section 608 EPA Certification for Refrigerant Handling (US only)
Introduction to Psychrometrics, Refrigerant Piping Design, Safety Training & exam online

These scores are used in calculation of the cumulative course grade.
Tuition includes lodging, (check in Monday
- check out Friday) with transportation
provided to and from the training center
daily, safety glasses with PPE, course
materials, breaks, lunches, and MAP
Gateway device. LIVE: 3 Day Course
Tuition: $2995.00 US

Simplicity Smart Equipment (SSE) Controls
This course focuses on the Simplicity Smart Equipment control for those that wish to obtain in-depth
knowledge on SSE, including hands-on configuration and commissioning via the MAP Gateway device.
Tuition includes three nights lodging
(check in Monday - check out Thursday),
transportation between the hotel and
Training Center, lunches, and MAP
Gateway device. LIVE: 2 Day Course
Tuition: $1895.00 US
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RESIDENTIAL TECHNICIAN CERTIFICATION

New for 2018, Ducted Systems offers Residential Technician Certification programs that combine online,
virtual instructor-led, and live hands-on training in a state-of-the-art Authorized Training Center. Watch
for further announcements through UPGNet and course dates on http://bit.do/academylive.
The Residential Technician Certification programs enhances technician competence, reducing callbacks
and enhancing customer satisfaction and comfort. Technicians successfully completing the prescribed
program are recognized as “factory certified”, a distinction that increases consumer confidence when
making a purchase decision.
Eligibility:
The Certified Residential Training program is open to all technicians of all Ducted Systems affiliated
contractors.
Curriculum:
The curriculum is structured to ensure technicians grasp fundamental to advanced concepts. Core
knowledge and prerequisite courses are offered online. The final sessions and skill check are conducted at
a Ducted Systems Authorized Training Center location. A comprehensive final exam is conducted online
to validate technician knowledge and record course completion.

CERTIFIED TRACKS

Certified Residential Heat Pump Specialist
This track provides an in-depth study of heat pumps, including application, installation, operation, and
diagnostic practices. Topics range from fundamentals to advanced variable speed heat pumps. Upon
sucessful completation of this course, technicans are automatically awarded Certified Residential Cooling
Specialist status.
Certified Residential Gas Furnace Specialist
This comprehensive gas furnace program delves into gas heating fundamentals through advanced
products. Proper application and installation practices that ensure customer satisfaction and minimized
call-backs are discussed. The course highlights operating sequences, diagnostic methods, and corrective
actions.
Certified Residential Cooling Specialist
Single stage, two-stage, and variable capacity cooling systems are the subject of this course. Proper
application, installation, and diagnostics are stressed.
Certified Residential Comfort Specialist
Recognizing that properly operating equipment does not always meet the consumer’s needs or desires,
this program explores the various aspects of human comfort, identifying comfort issues, and HVAC
solutions to maximize comfort.
Certified Master Technician
Technicians that successfully complete the following courses are eligible to obtain the elite status of
Certified Master Technician.
•
Certified Residential Gas Furnace Specialist
•
Certified Residential Comfort Specialist
•
Certified Residential Heat Pump Specialist
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TECHNICAL REFERENCE & ONLINE
Field Reference Guides
Field Reference Guides replace the traditional training manual and are
available wherever you and your customers are, through the device
of your choice: laptop, desktop, tablet, or smartphone. The access
process is described here: http://bit.do/fieldreference
The Field Reference Guides provide up-to-the-minute technical
reference information in a completely searchable, mobile-friendly
format. The projects presented are considered “live documents”
with service-friendly information and video. As we publish changes
and supplemental information, the content on your device updates
automatically. As described in the link above, the Inkling Axis app
(Apple/Android) allows local storage of a single section, an entire
project, or the complete library. The choice is yours.
Through the Field Reference Guides, the most relevant, up-to-date
technical information is in your hands.

Academy TV
View the latest service and installation video related
to Ducted Systems residential and commercial
product in a familiar interface. Accessible through
UPGNet>Ducted Systems Academy>Academy TV.

ONLINE COURSES

Access to self-paced online courses is provided with Liberties,
Liberties Plus, CCE, Elite, Premier, and Select contractor
programs and is also accessible for employees of Ducted
Systems and Ducted Systems distribution. Accessible through
UPGNet>Ducted Systems Academy>Training Site.
Access is controlled by the local UPGNet administrator.
Courses are added and updated often.

CURRICULUM LEVELS
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CURRICULUM LEVELS The following levels mark the progression through the chosen discipline.

Cohort tuition offers savings over individual course tuition. All tuition listed is in USD. Academy Training
Credits may be used in lieu of dollars -- take advantage of this fantastic benefit today!
Core (Required of All Disciplines)			

Program ID: CORE1		

Cohort Tuition: $1295.00

Course						
7 Habits of Highly Effective People			
Workplace Productivity				
Meeting Advantage					
Presentation Advantage				

Delivery
VILT		
VILT		
VILT		
VILT		

Single Course Tuition
$595.00
$299.00
$299.00
$299.00

Leadership: Freshman				

Program ID: LEFR1 		

Cohort Tuition: $3990.00

Course						
Leadership Foundations				
7 Habits for Managers				
5 Choices to Extraordinary Productivity		
Project Management					
Trust Foundations					

Delivery
VILT		
VILT		
SP		
VILT		
VILT		

Single Course Tuition
$1495.00
$595.00
Included with Core
$995.00
$995.00

Leadership: Sophomore				

Program ID: LESO2 		

Cohort Tuition: TBD

Course						
Constructing a Customer-Focused Culture
Delivering Results-Oriented Feedback		
Leading the Customer Service Experience		
Activating Change					

Delivery
VILT		
VILT		
LIVE		
LIVE		

Single Course Tuition
Coming Soon!
Coming Soon!
Coming Soon!
Coming Soon!

Leadership: Junior					

Program ID: LEJU3		

Cohort Tuition: TBD

Course						
Clarifying Your Teams Purpose			
Unleashing Talent					
The Four Imperatives of Great Leaders		
Leading Across Generations			

Delivery
VILT		
VILT		
VILT		
VILT		

Single Course Tuition
Coming Soon!
Coming Soon!
Coming Soon!
Coming Soon!

Leadership: Senior					

Program ID: LESE4		

Cohort Tuition: TBD

Course						
Leading Customer Loyalty				
Leading at the Speed of Trust			
Leaders @ Change					

Delivery
VILT		
VILT		
VILT		

Single Course Tuition
Coming Soon!
Coming Soon!
Coming Soon!

Leadership: Bachelor				

Program ID: LEBA5		

Cohort Tuition: TBD

Course						
Great Leaders, Teams, Results			
Managing Millennials					
Inspiring Trust					

Delivery
VILT		
LIVE		
VILT		

Single Course Tuition
Coming Soon!
Coming Soon!
Coming Soon!

Duration
3-4HR		
3-90M		
2-90M		
3-90M		

Duration
3-90M		
6-90M		
SP		
3-90M		
3-90M		

Duration
1-3.5 HR
1-3.5 HR
1 Day		
1/2 Day

Duration
1-2HR		
TBD		
1-2HR		
TBD		

Duration
3-90M		
6-90M		
TBD		

Duration
6-90M		
1 Day		
1-2HR		
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Leadership: Master				

Program ID: LEMA6		

Cohort Tuition: TBD

Course					
Your Leadership Edge Capstone		
The Change Element			

Delivery
LIVE		
VILT		

Single Course Tuition
$1495.00
Coming Soon!

Sales Leadership: Freshman		

Program ID: SLFR1		

Cohort Tuition: $5395.00

Course					
Sales Leader Base Camp			
7 Habits for Managers			
SPIN Selling					
SPIN Coaching				

Delivery
LIVE		
VILT		
LIVE		
LIVE		

Single Course Tuition
$2995.00
$595.00
$2495.00
$1995.00

Sales Leadership: Sophomore		

Program ID: SLSO2		

Cohort Tuition: TBD

Course					
The Four Imperatives of Great Leaders
5 Choices to Extraordinary Productivity
Leading Customer Loyalty			

Delivery
VILT		
SP		
VILT		

Single Course Tuition
Coming Soon!
Included with Core
Coming Soon!

Sales Leadership: Junior			

Program ID: SLJU3		

Cohort Tuition: TBD

Course					
Project Management				
Clarifying Your Teams Purpose		
Professional Sales Coaching		

Delivery
VILT		
SP		
LIVE		

Single Course Tuition
$1200.00
Coming Soon!
Coming Soon!

Sales Leadership: Senior			

Program ID: SLSE4		

Cohort Tuition: TBD

Course					
Inspiring Trust				
Leading at the Speed of Trust		
Unleashing Talent				
Leaders @ Change				
Leading Across Generations		

Delivery
VILT		
VILT		
VILT		
VILT		
VILT		

Single Course Tuition
Coming Soon!
Coming Soon!
Coming Soon!
Coming Soon!
Coming Soon!

Sales Leadership: Bachelor			

Program ID: SLBA5		

Cohort Tuition: TBD

Course					
Conceptual Selling				
Strategic Selling				
Great Leaders, Great Teams, Results
Managing Millennials				

Delivery
SPMOD
SPMOD
VILT		
LIVE		

Single Course Tuition
Coming Soon!
Coming Soon!
Coming Soon!
Coming Soon!

Duration
2.5Days
TBD		

Duration
2 days		
3-3HR		
2 Days		
1 Day		

Duration
1-2HR		
SP		
3-90M		

Duration
3-90MIN
1-1HR		
2 Days		

Duration
1-2HR		
6-90M		
TBD		
TBD		
TBD		

Duration
6 to 9HR
6 to 9HR
9-90M		
1 Day		

CURRICULUM
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Sales Leadership: Master			

Program ID: SLMA6		

Cohort Tuition: N/A

Course					
Lead For Change Capstone			

Delivery
LIVE		

Single Course Tuition
$2995.00

Service Leadership: Freshman		

Program ID: SVLFR1		

Cohort Tuition: $1795.00

Course					
7 Habits for Managers			
Building Customer Loyalty			
Mastering Conversation Essentials		
Navigating Challenging Situations		
Exploring Digital Communications		
Strenghtening Customer Connections

Delivery
VILT		
SPMOD
SPMOD
SPMOD
SPMOD
SPMOD

Single Course Tuition
* Cohort Only
* Cohort Only
* Cohort Only
* Cohort Only
* Cohort Only
* Cohort Only

Service Leadership: Sophomore		

Program ID: SVLSO2

Cohort Tuition: TBD

Course					
The Four Imperatives of Great Leaders
5 Choices to Extraordinary Productivity
Leading Customer Loyalty			
7 Habits of Outstanding Cust Svc		

Delivery
VILT		
SP		
VILT		
LIVE		

Single Course Tuition
Coming Soon!
Included with Core
Coming Soon!
Coming Soon!

Service Leadership: Junior			

Program ID: SVLJU3

Cohort Tuition: TBD

Course					
Project Management				
Clarifying Your Teams Purpose		
Leading the Customer Service Exp.

Delivery
VILT		
SP		
LIVE		

Single Course Tuition
$1200.00
Coming Soon!
Coming Soon!

Service Leadership: Senior			

Program ID: SVLSE4

Cohort Tuition: TBD

Course					
Inspiring Trust				
Unleashing Talent				
Leading at the Speed of Trust		
Leading Across Generations		

Delivery
VILT		
VILT		
VILT		
VILT		

Single Course Tuition
Coming Soon!
Coming Soon!
Coming Soon!
Coming Soon!

Service Leadership: Bachelor		

Program ID: SVLBA5

Cohort Tuition: TBD

Course					
Managing Millennials				
Great Leaders, Great Teams, Results

Delivery
LIVE		
VILT		

Single Course Tuition
Coming Soon!
Coming Soon!

Service Leadership: Master		

Program ID: SVLMA6

Cohort Tuition: N/A

Course					
Lead For Change Capstone			

Delivery
LIVE		

Single Course Tuition
$2995.00

Duration
7 Days		

Duration
3-3HR		
2 to 3 HR
2 to 3 HR
2 to 3 HR
2 to 3 HR
2 to 3 HR

Duration
1-2HR		
SP		
3-90M		
1 Day		

Duration
3-90MIN
1HR		
1 Day		

Duration
1-2HR		
TBD		
6-90M		
TBD		

Duration
1 Day		
9-90M		

Duration
7 Days		
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Sales: Freshman				

Program ID: SAFR1		

Cohort Tuition: $5240.00

Course					
Professional Selling Skills			
SPIN Selling					
Territory Manager Essentials		
Buyer Focused Prospecting 			

Delivery
VILT		
LIVE		
VILT		
VILT		

Single Course Tuition
$1995.00
$2495.00
$299.00 ($0.00 with Core)
$1995.00

Sales: Sophomore				

Program ID: SASO2		

Cohort Tuition: TBD

Course					
5 Choices to Extraordinary Productivity
Residential Competitive Analysis		
Negotiating Success 			
Contractor Success Programs		
Residential In-Home Sales			

Delivery
SP		
LIVE		
SP		
VILT		
VILT		

Single Course Tuition
Included with Core
$1995.00
Coming Soon!			
Coming Soon!
$495.00			

Sales: Junior					

Program ID: SAJU3		

Cohort Tuition: TBD

Course					
Project Management				
Mastering Conversation Essentials
Trust Foundations				
Manual J Load Calculation			

Delivery
VILT		
SPMOD
VILT		
VILT		

Single Course Tuition
$1200.00
$195.00
Coming Soon!
Coming Soon!

Sales: Senior					

Program ID: SASE4		

Cohort Tuition: TBD

Course					
Strategic Selling				
Conceptual Selling				
Strengthening Customer Connections
Leading Customer Loyalty			

Delivery
SP		
SP		
SPMOD
VILT		

Single Course Tuition
Coming Soon!
Coming Soon!
$149.00
Coming Soon!

Contractor Sales: Freshman		

Program ID: CSFR1		

Cohort Tuition: $2241.00

Course					
Professional Selling Skills			
Residential In-Home Sales			
Contractor Success Programs		

Delivery
VILT		
VILT		
VILT		

Single Course Tuition
$1995.00
$495.00
Coming Soon!

Contractor Sales: Sophomore		

Program ID: CSSO2		

Cohort Tuition: TBD

Course					
Manual J Load Calculation			
Residential Competitive Analysis		

Delivery
VILT		
LIVE		

Single Course Tuition
Coming Soon!
$1995.00

Duration
4-4HR		
2 Days		
1-4HR		
2-4HR		

Duration
SP		
2 Days		
6 to 9HR
1-2HR		
4-90M		

Duration
3-90M		
1 to 2HR
3-90M		
TBD		

Duration
6 to 9HR
6 to 9HR
1 to 2 HR
3-90M		

Duration
4-4HR		
4-90M		
1-2HR		

Duration
TBD		
3 Days		
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Contractor Sales: Junior			

Program ID: CSJU3		

Cohort Tuition: $795.00

Course					
Building Customer Loyalty			
Mastering Conversation Essentials		
Navigating Challenging Situations		
Exploring Digital Communications		
Strengthening Customer Connections

Delivery
SPMOD
SPMOD
SPMOD
SPMOD
SPMOD

Single Course Tuition
* Cohort Only
* Cohort Only
* Cohort Only		
* Cohort Only
* Cohort Only

Contractor Sales: Senior			

Program ID: CSSE4		

Cohort Tuition: TBD

Course					
Trust Foundations				
5 Choices to Extraordinary Productivity
SPIN Selling Conversations			

Delivery
VILT		
SP		
SPMOD

Single Course Tuition
Coming Soon!
Included with Core
Coming Soon!

Professional Development: Freshman

Program ID: PDFR1		

Cohort Tuition: $1795.00

Course					
Train-the-Trainer				
5 Choices to Extraordinary Productivity

Delivery
LIVE		
SP		

Single Course Tuition
$1895.00
Included with Core

Duration
2 to 3 HR
2 to 3 HR
2 to 3 HR
2 to 3 HR
2 to 3 HR

Duration
3-90M		
SP		
TBD		

Duration
3 Days		
SP		

Professional Development: Sophomore Program ID: PDSO2		

Cohort Tuition: TBD

Course					
Trust Foundations				
Project Management				
7 Habits of Outstanding Cust Svc		

Delivery
VILT		
VILT		
LIVE		

Single Course Tuition
Coming Soon!
$1200.00
Coming Soon!

Professional Development: Junior

Program ID: PDJU3		

Cohort Tuition: $795.00

Course					
Mastering Conversation Essentials
Strengthening Customer Connections
Navigating Challenging Situations 		
Exploring Digital Communications		
Building Customer Loyalty			

Delivery
SPMOD
SPMOD
SPMOD
SPMOD
SPMOD

Single Course Tuition
* Cohort Only
* Cohort Only
* Cohort Only
* Cohort Only
* Cohort Only

Professional Development: Senior

Program ID: PDSE4		

Cohort Tuition: TBD

Course					
Coming soon!				

Delivery
TBD		

Single Course Tuition
Coming Soon!

Duration
3-90M		
3-90MIN
1 Day		

Duration
2 to 3 HR
2 to 3 HR
2 to 3 HR
2 to 3 HR
2 to 3 HR

Duration
TBD		

KEY ABBREVIATIONS
SPMOD - Self-Paced and Moderated by an instructor interacting with students
TBD - To Be Determined. Not offered this semester and/or has not been implemented at this time
VILT - Virtual Instructor Led Training. Live, online training led by an instructor. Interaction with the
instructor and peers is expected. Not a static slideshow!
SP - Self-Paced training. Learn at your pace and on your schedule
LIVE - In-person, classroom-based training
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MEET THE TEAM

The Ducted Systems training team is based in Norman, OK and comprises a variety of specializations to
offer the diversity of content and delivery. The following provides an introduction in alphabetical order.

CHRIS ARMY: TECHNICAL INSTRUCTOR

Chris has had over thirty years of HVAC experience in Operations, Technical
Support, Training, Sales, Branch Management, and Continuous Improvement.
He specializes in Controls, Sales, and Sales Management courses and content
development. Chris has been with Johnson Controls since 2005 and joined the
training team in 2017.

JOSH COLE: TRAINING SPECIALIST

Josh provides design and media creation, specializing in video, and has over eleven
years experience in video production, photography, and graphic design. Josh joined
the training team in 2015 and administers Academy TV, our video reference site.

RAYMOND GRANDERSON: LEAD TECHNICAL INSTRUCTOR

Raymond has more than thirty years HVAC industry experience, and specializes
in residential product training development and delivery. Raymond is the principal
author of the Residential Variable Capacity Air Conditioning and Heat Pumps
program and is the lead for our Authorized Training Center program.

SOL IRVINE: LEAD TECHNICAL INSTRUCTOR

Sol has more than thirty years HVAC industry experience, and specializes in
commercial product training development and delivery. Sol joined the Norman
training team in 2006 and is the principal author of commercial training related to
Simplicity SE (SSE) controls.

EBER MONTERROSO: TECHNICAL INSTRUCTOR

Eber served as a manufacturing engineer in our Norman facility for five years and
joined the training team in 2015. Eber specializes in commercial product training
development and delivery, including our flagship hands-on Commercial Startup &
Commissioning course in Norman, OK.

MEET THE TEAM
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SCOTT NELMARK: DIRECTOR, TRAINING

Scott joined the Norman training team in 2006 and has more than twenty-seven
years of HVAC industry experience, including technical support, sales, learning and
development, and media evolution.

JIM TEDESCO: TECHNICAL INSTRUCTOR

Jim joined the Norman training team in 2017. Jim is a licensed HVAC contractor
and most recently taught HVAC at a local vocational school. Jim is responsible for
residential product technical training across various mediums and our Authorized
Training Centers throughout North America.

CHRISTA VANZANT: LEAD BUSINESS INSTRUCTOR
Christa has fifteen years experience with Johnson Controls across various
business roles, most recently as the store manager for the Oklahoma City factory
direct location. Christa is responsible for the facilitation and advancement of
sales, leadership, and professional development training.

CURRICULUM PARTNERS
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SCHEDULE OF LIVE EVENTS
The schedule of live events is available at UPGNet>Ducted Systems
Academy>Catalog, through http://bit.do/academycalendar, and the QR code to
the left. The course schedule is subject to change and enhancement.

REGISTRATION
Registration is available at UPGNet>Ducted Systems Academy>Catalog and
through http://bit.do/academylive. Alternately, your QR code reader is just a
scan away from registration.

Registration is confirmed when the payment method listed on the registration is approved. All registered
students receive two emails: a REGISTRATION RECEIVED email upon registration and a COURSE
CONFIRMED notice from Ducted Systems Academy when the course is confirmed. If the REGISTRATION
RECEIVED email is not received with two business days of registration, please check your junk/spam email
folder.
IMPORTANT: Please do not make travel arrangements until you receive the COURSE CONFIRMED email
from Ducted Systems Academy. All registrants are notified at least fourteen days before the start of class
if a course is canceled. Johnson Controls reserves the right to cancel classes and assumes no liability
for expenses incurred. Questions related to registration should be sent to registrar@ductedsystems.
academy.
For each course/cohort, the instructor will contact registered students in advance of the sessions to
outline expectations and pre-work if required.

TUITION

Cohort tuition offers savings over individual course tuition. Cohort discounts are offered only upon initial
registration and are not retroactive to earlier courses.
Tuition is generally co-opable (up to the permitted percentage) as a training expense with any co-op
dollars accrued. Contact your Ducted Systems representative for information related to available co-op
and application of co-op funds to offset training expenses. Three options exist for tuition payment.

COURSE POLICIES AND REGISTRATION
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Credit Card: Select the “Credit Card” option on the tuition payment page and provide a phone number
for callback. We’ll take your information over the phone to process your payment.
Purchase Order: Registered customers with valid Ducted Systems account may submit a valid
Purchase Order. We cannot invoice contractors directly, so contractors wishing to use this method
require a valid purchase order from your distributor or Source 1 HVAC Supply location. A valid
distributor or Souce 1 HVAC Supply contact must be included on the registration form and is subject
to verification prior to enrollment.
Academy Training Credits: As part of the annual program enrollment, Liberties Plus, CCE, Elite,
Premier, and Select contractors receive fifty (50) credits valued at $100 each... a $5,000 value! Credits
are used in whole increments towards any LIVE or virtual instructor-led training in the Program Guide.
As part of your membership, join us LIVE or online for world-class industry training.
Credits are valid for the enrolled program year and are applicable to tuition only. Credits do not roll
over to the following subscription year and are not redeemable for cash or account credit. Contractors
enrolled in Liberties Plus, CCE, Elite, Premier, and Select program also receive a 10% discount off
tuition for additional programs beyond the available credits. The program # field is required on the
registration page to receive the discount. When applicable, the discount is calculated and indicated at
the conclusion of registration. Contact admin@ductedsystems.academy with questions regarding the
program.

LODGING

Norman/Wichita Courses: Lodging for LIVE multi-day courses held in Norman, OK is at the
Embassy Suites Norman (Wichita courses: Drury Plaza Hotel) and is included in tuition for non-local
participants in Norman/Wichita courses only, with check-in the evening prior to training and check-out
the morning following the completion of training for courses that end at 5pm the last day. Check-out
for courses that end at Noon is the morning of the last day of training.
Complimentary shuttle service is provided between the hotel and training center daily. The COURSE
CONFIRMED email contains all logistical infomation related to the hotel. If you are a local attendee and
do not need lodging, contact admin@ductedsystems.academy for the rate without lodging included.
Courses Outside of Norman or Wichita: Lodging for LIVE multi-day courses outside of Norman,
OK is at the discretion of the attendee. Rooms and meals are available at hotels and restaurants
convenient to the training site. Students must make their own reservations as appropriate.

COURSE HOURS

Course hours and times vary by course. Be sure to check the details for specific courses.

MEALS

Breakfast is included when staying at the Embassy Suites Norman. Lunches are provided as part of
each live course in Norman. Evening meals are at the discretion of the attendee.
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SUBSTITUTIONS AND CANCELATIONS

We permit substitution of another employee at no additional fee up to 14 days prior to the course start
date. If no substitute student is available and you must cancel your enrollment, a refund is issued if we
receive email notification at admin@ductedsystems.academy at least 14 days in advance of the start of
the course.
If student cancelation occurs between 1 and 14 days of the start of the course, the course fee will be held
for another course date within one calendar year.

NO-SHOW POLICY

No-shows without traceable notification from the party requesting to cancel the registration prior to the
course start will not be refunded. This policy applies to live and virtual courses. This is necessary due to
commitments we must make to our contracted services and reservations made on behalf of the student
(hotels, catering, etc.).

GUARANTEE

We stand behind our live courses with the following guarantee:
If you are not satisfied with the course you are taking by halfway through the second day of the course,
Ducted Systems Academy will refund your tuition fee in full or give you credit toward another course.

INQUIRIES

Please forward all inquiries via email to admin@ductedsystems.academy.
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